Dear Vince and Larry,

Why should I sign up to be in SAFE?

@dorothytoto4eva

Larry: Well Dorothy, if that's your real name...

Vince: Hey!

Larry: Sorry...SAFE teams rule!

Vince: It's all about making sure you and your friends get home safe by remembering to buckle up and ditch the distractions while driving.

Larry: And there's prizes!

Vince: When you sign a pledge to always wear your seatbelt, you are entered into drawings for gift cards or other rewards.

Larry: Winner, winner, chicken dinner!
Vince: You can help with a seatbelt survey and plan SAFE driving messages to put out to your school.

Larry: And prizes.

Vince: Collaborate with your friends - SAFE is led by the students involved!

Larry: PRIZES.

Vince: And there are prizes.

Larry: So many prizes!